Abstract: During the Early Roman period in the Mediterranean (ca. 30 BC-330 AD), the key central places that distinguished socio-political landscapes were towns. These urban centers functioned as economic and administrative focal points that were controlled by local elites who oversaw wealth redistribution and maintained a dialectical relationship with Rome that mutually benefitted both parties. Yet, beyond providing such rudimentary observations, central place theory has recently been revised to examine how local factors, such as a place's long-term geography and history, intersect with globalizing ones to transform settlement hierarchies as well as economic, political, and cultural landscapes. This article's goal is to explore such intersections through a study of how port towns functioned as central places that connected globalized imperial networks to localized provincial ones within island contexts. It examines a range of material culture including, ceramics, architecture, prestige goods, and coinage from ports in Early Roman Cyprus in order to investigate how the island's integration into Roman networks created central places that altered existing settlement types, hierarchies, and thus, local identities. Overall, this study shows how the reanalysis of central places within their unique geohistorical contexts can shed new light on both regional and state-level processes of cultural change.
. An "insula portuosa." Inlets and bays along the coast of Cyprus looking towards Cape Akamas, the island's farthest northwestern point. Photo by J.M. Gordon. Although Ammianus' text should be historically contextualized within the mid-fourth century AD, at a time when Salamis, now renamed Constantia, was the island's capital city, and the Roman empire was ruled from Constantinople [4] , the archaeological and literary evidence for Cyprus during the Early Roman period seems to paint a similar picture. From ca. 30 BC-300 AD, when Nea Paphos was its capital and Rome was the caput mundi, Cyprus seems to have been an economically self-sufficient and politically stable province [2, 5] . The Early Roman archaeological and literary evidence appears largely congruent with Ammianus' observations: ships plied the coastal waters, prestigious imported products (e.g., marble statues) could be acquired at ports, Nea Paphos and Salamis were the largest coastal centers and controlled the island's main cults, and, according to writers like Strabo, Pliny the Elder, and Galen, a wide range of natural resources were marshalled for export [2, 6] . The archaeological remains from throughout the island also suggest that a new range of understanding cultural change in Roman Cyprus. Second, I discuss how I conceive of maritime ports as unique types of central places, especially in island contexts, that facilitated political administration, stimulated economic growth, and permitted a wide range of cross and inter-cultural interactions, including the negotiation of new modes of self-representation. I also suggest that archaeologies of maritime cultural landscapes must be united with terrestrial archaeologies so as to offer a more rounded perspective on island life. Finally, I offer an archaeological case study of how social and economic practices were transformed within Cypriot ports during the Early Roman period. Through the examination of the geographical settings, as well as maritime and terrestrial remains from two first-rank ports, Salamis and Nea Paphos, I show how Rome's conquest of Cyprus integrated these central places into new multi-scalar economic and cultural networks that transformed settlement hierarchies and the ways Cypriot agents identified themselves.
Central Places in the Roman World
"A place where people interact, a focal point and terminal for commerce and trade involving problems also of geography, geology, history, and economics."
(Anna Marguerite McCann on ports) [17] (p. 11).
In his pioneering work, Central Places in Southern Germany, Walter Christaller developed the study of settlement geography, or Siedlungsgeographie, in order to address the socio-economic processes that affect settlement size, number, and distribution within a given spatial landscape [18] (p. 3). Key to this pursuit was a focus on central places, which have been succinctly defined by Martínez and Tejerizo as "primarily a settlement at the center of a region in which certain types of products and services are available to consumers" [19] (p. 82). The importance, or centrality, of these central places was further defined by Christaller as "the relative importance of place with regard to the region surrounding it, or the degree to which the town exercises central functions," [18] (p. 18) which include the presence of central goods and services (those that are offered or manufactured at a central place) as well as the professions that produce them. These goods and services are distributed to or accessed by the people who exist in a central place's complementary region [18] (pp. [21] [22] , which is the surrounding landscape of settlements that supports the central place or accesses its services in relation to economic distances based on diminishing returns (e.g., in relation to the time and cost associated with moving products from the regional site to the central place) [20] (p. 113). At this point, since we are dealing with an imperial state in this article, we might also add that a central place often attracts administrative functions and attendant places for ideological or religious practices [19] (pp. 84-85). Such elements might also serve as social magnets for people within a complementary region. Because Christaller's central place theory is specifically concerned with how settlements come to be and how they influence each other within specific landscapes, it has also proven to have archaeological utility in terms of understanding the function of ancient settlements based on their material remains [19] (pp. 85-86), [21] (p. 212). Such applications of central place theory have been utilized by processualist survey archaeologists in particular [22] (p. 7), who have statistically examined remains from survey regions in order to organize and rank the sites or places of special interest indicated by surface finds and features. These studies have provided an important contribution to scholars' understanding of archaeological landscapes, especially in historical eras with high rates of economic activity and evident urbanism, such as the High Roman empire [23] (pp. [6] [7] [8] . Yet, over the last twenty years, central place studies have been influenced by new epistemological stresses that reflect our own increasingly globalized world, such as: political and economic complexity and uncertainty, heightened connectivity, regional variability, and the role of human agency in negotiating these factors [24] (pp. [1] [2] . Perhaps the most notable exploration of these themes has been in Horden and Purcell's The Corrupting Sea, which has stressed the importance of micro-regional connectivity and economic dynamism within the context of the kaleidoscopic, geo-historical Mediterranean longue-durée [25] . As a result, archaeologists have moved beyond the positivist discussion of sherd Land 2018, 7, 155 5 of 28 counts or static and cellular notions of economic interaction and have begun to examine the diverse ways that humans could establish central places and experience them [24, 26] (pp. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
During the Roman period, the key central places were arguably towns. In their recent study of Late Antique Spain, Martínez and Tejerizo state that "towns can be seen as the main type of central places within their territory, dotted with villas, mansiones, and other minor rural entities that served as secondary nuclei, and formed the economic and political network from which imperial power was established and maintained" [19] (p. 83). The reason that Roman towns can be viewed from this sociological perspective is because of the types of archaeological evidence they leave behind, such as: a dense surface spread of material remains indicative of large populations, evidence of urban planning and transport infrastructure, evidence for trading connections over a range of distances, the presence of significant public and private buildings and monuments, and often, the presence of industrial or commercial establishments [19] (pp. 85-86). However, if the prototypical Roman urbs can be seen as key to the development of society in continental landscapes, can we utilize it in the same way to understand social change within a maritime or insular environment like Cyprus? I would argue that we can with certain qualifications that reflect the unique features of coastal settlements within a strongly interconnected pre-modern Mediterranean.
Ports as Central Places within Maritime Cultural Landscapes
The largest towns on the island of Cyprus during the Roman period were Nea Paphos [27] on the island's west coast, and Salamis on the east [28, 29] (Figure 2 ). These urbes (as well as most of Cyprus' smaller municipia) mentioned in Ammianus Marcellinus' famous passage cited above both share one key characteristic: they were located on the island's coasts and served as ports [3] (pp. 227-229). When this observation is combined with the massive expansion of the ancient economy through seaborne trade and market exchange that occurred during the High Roman empire [30] (p. 39), it seems clear that an island city's situation on a coast, especially if it invested in harbor facilities, could play a strategic role in transforming it into a central place where people could congregate for economic, political, and social purposes. Such forces were originally recognized by Christaller [18] (p. 16), who described harbors as "point-bound" central places whose location at the meeting of land and sea routes enhanced their centralizing power, an interpretation that continues to resonate today within island urbanization studies tempered by 21st century globalization theory. For example, Grydehøj et al. [31] (p. 5) suggest that:
One might imagine that globalisation would decrease the significance of the island cities on which these remote communities depend, but it has in fact reinforced the centrality of the old island cities: The more complex and resource-heavy the transport technology, the more important the island city's hub and gateway functions relative to its periphery.
Such a view might also be applied to large Roman coastal cities with significant harbor installations, such as the Cypriot ports of Nea Paphos and Salamis. In fact, this comparison seems even more apt if one views the concept of globalization from a non-presentist perspective and posits, as several scholars currently do [32] , that the early Roman imperial period represents a historically unique era of heightened connectivity. Although most of Cyprus' principle ports had existed in pre-Roman times [33] (pp. 30, 37), the archaeological evidence for the expansion of maritime trade at port sites suggests that the island's integration into the "globalized" Roman Mediterranean enhanced ports' regional centrality and made them into the crucibles for multi-scalar, cross-network interactions [3, 34] . Yet such ports' centrality also marks them out as places that could be fundamentally different to inland island towns, which were located at a distance from the coast and were thus more disconnected from the greater maritime or "global" world. Such coastal/inland social and cultural differences might have been especially marked during pre-modern eras that lacked the telecommunications and transportation technologies we now take for granted, such as in Cyprus during the 19 th century when mules were the primary vehicles for inter-city travelers [35] . However, even today, despite our technology, it is likely that most people who engage in an anabasis from a Mediterranean island harbor to a hinterland town will notice how the landscape and altitude, and with it, the perspective of its inhabitants, changes as one heads towards what seems, somewhat paradoxically, an internal frontier-a central region from which there is nowhere to go but back to the coast. In modern Cyprus, one might still experience this phenomenon traveling from the port of Larnaca to the farming villages of the Malloura Valley (an agriculturally fertile region situated in the island's Mesaoria plain; Figure 3 ), or traveling from the port of Limassol to the alpine villages of the central Troodos mountains. Fernand Braudel also noticed what he called "the historical poverty at the heart of all islands" in the mountains of Cyprus where "there stretched one of the most characteristic no-man's-lands of the Mediterranean, the refuge of the poor, bandits, and outlaws" [14] (p. 154). Hence, one phenomenon of the island port city might be that the more integrated into external networks it becomes, the more its connections to the hinterland and its way of life are altered. Given the lack of archaeological evidence for large-scale urban centers in the Cypriot hinterland during Roman times, it seems that port cities did take on a central role vis-à-vis their complementary regions and that such changes in settlement hierarchy led to different socio-cultural experiences. Yet such ports' centrality also marks them out as places that could be fundamentally different to inland island towns, which were located at a distance from the coast and were thus more disconnected from the greater maritime or "global" world. Such coastal/inland social and cultural differences might have been especially marked during pre-modern eras that lacked the telecommunications and transportation technologies we now take for granted, such as in Cyprus during the 19th century when mules were the primary vehicles for inter-city travelers [35] . However, even today, despite our technology, it is likely that most people who engage in an anabasis from a Mediterranean island harbor to a hinterland town will notice how the landscape and altitude, and with it, the perspective of its inhabitants, changes as one heads towards what seems, somewhat paradoxically, an internal frontier-a central region from which there is nowhere to go but back to the coast. In modern Cyprus, one might still experience this phenomenon traveling from the port of Larnaca to the farming villages of the Malloura Valley (an agriculturally fertile region situated in the island's Mesaoria plain; Figure 3 ), or traveling from the port of Limassol to the alpine villages of the central Troodos mountains. Fernand Braudel also noticed what he called "the historical poverty at the heart of all islands" in the mountains of Cyprus where "there stretched one of the most characteristic no-man's-lands of the Mediterranean, the refuge of the poor, bandits, and outlaws" [14] (p. 154). Hence, one phenomenon of the island port city might be that the more integrated into external networks it becomes, the more its connections to the hinterland and its way of life are altered. Given the lack of archaeological evidence for large-scale urban centers in the Cypriot hinterland during Roman times, it seems that port cities did take on a central role vis-à-vis their complementary regions and that such changes in settlement hierarchy led to different socio-cultural experiences. What kinds of features made ports unique central places in comparison to, say, hinterland market towns [14] (p. 145)? Gary Reger [36] has highlighted four structural features that are characteristic of large maritime ports, whether in antiquity or today: (1) they provide a locus for mixing diverse human agents, (2) they provide a liminal space that connects land and sea, (3) they provide economic-and I would add administrative-institutions, and (4) they are often networked hubs of connectivity in that the they link people to places that are often far removed from the port itself. In his study, Reger focuses on Havana, Cuba in the 16th century as a bustling port with all of these features; however, it is easy to imagine many Mediterranean ports of call fitting such a typologie des escales, such as Valencia, Palermo, Herakleion, Piraeus, Port Said, or Limassol.
One can gain a sense of the bustling and cosmopolitan activity experienced in such ports through Jules Verne's fictional description of 19th century Suez, Egypt-a gateway to the Mediterranean world-in Around the World in Eighty Days:
Little by little the scene on the quay became more animated; sailors of various nations, merchants, ship-brokers, porters, fellahs, bustled to and fro as if the steamer were immediately expected. The weather was clear, and slightly chilly. The minarets of the town loomed above the houses in the pale rays of the sun. A jetty pier, some two thousand yards along, extended into the roadstead. A number of fishing-smacks and coasting boats, some retaining the fantastic fashion of ancient galleys, were discernible on the Red Sea. [37] (p.
37)
Ports, as "sailor towns" [36] (p. 14), thus exude a bustling and cosmopolitan aura that betrays their mixed populations, their locus as liminal spaces, their economic potentialities, and their connections, especially to external locales. In this imagined Suez, we encounter a liminal zone between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, and another between the sea and the land as the "jetty pier, some two thousand yards along, extended into the roadstead." "Sailors of various nations" What kinds of features made ports unique central places in comparison to, say, hinterland market towns [14] (p. 145)? Gary Reger [36] has highlighted four structural features that are characteristic of large maritime ports, whether in antiquity or today: (1) they provide a locus for mixing diverse human agents, (2) they provide a liminal space that connects land and sea, (3) they provide economic-and I would add administrative-institutions, and (4) they are often networked hubs of connectivity in that the they link people to places that are often far removed from the port itself. In his study, Reger focuses on Havana, Cuba in the 16th century as a bustling port with all of these features; however, it is easy to imagine many Mediterranean ports of call fitting such a typologie des escales, such as Valencia, Palermo, Herakleion, Piraeus, Port Said, or Limassol.
Little by little the scene on the quay became more animated; sailors of various nations, merchants, ship-brokers, porters, fellahs, bustled to and fro as if the steamer were immediately expected. The weather was clear, and slightly chilly. The minarets of the town loomed above the houses in the pale rays of the sun. A jetty pier, some two thousand yards along, extended into the roadstead. A number of fishing-smacks and coasting boats, some retaining the fantastic fashion of ancient galleys, were discernible on the Red Sea. [37] (p. 37) Ports, as "sailor towns" [36] (p. 14), thus exude a bustling and cosmopolitan aura that betrays their mixed populations, their locus as liminal spaces, their economic potentialities, and their connections, especially to external locales. In this imagined Suez, we encounter a liminal zone between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, and another between the sea and the land as the "jetty pier, some two thousand yards along, extended into the roadstead." "Sailors of various nations" bustle about, no doubt mixing their languages, religions, and other traditions, while past and present jostle as some coasting boats retain "the fantastic fashion of ancient galleys." Economic institutions are presided over by merchants and brokers, and we can imagine French or British administrative officials exacting their canal zone taxes. All in all, this is a dynamic image of a liminal crossroads between land and sea. It is one of movement and activity that attracts people and connects them. It is also an image of social interaction that likely has more in common with other ports, such as Paphos or Piraeus, than the closest inland Egyptian town. Moreover, we are confronted with the image of a place that centralizes cultural, economic, and administrative needs into a kaleidoscopic hub whose itinerant inhabitants come together, interact, share their goods and traditions, and then return whence they came or head onwards to the next port of call. It is a place of transition, but also of economic and social possibility.
The point of this digression has been to conjure up the image of the port city as an entrepôt that clearly has many of the structural features emphasized in central place theory. Maritime ports have wide ranging connections to complementary economic networks of production and consumption, and so they provide a liminal context for the economic and political interactions that attract people to them and allow them to mix. However, they are not traditional central places in the Christallerian sense since the nautical nature of their connections can distort distance cost equations, and their liminal geographical settings provide them with an extra-centralizing feature: the gateway [38] (pp. 269-270), [39] (pp. 110-112).
The Latin word for port, portus, is clearly linked to the word for gate or entrance, porta, which sheds light on how the ancients perceived these liminal places that mediated between the wide open, and often dangerous, world of the sea, and the somewhat safer and more restricted terrestrial connections that prevailed on land. In addition, as has often been the case with port cities, such as Havana or Boston in the American colonial period, the gateway port frequently connects a provincial region to a national core and serves in that role until the frontier moves on, leaving the once important gateway to become a more typical central place that mainly supports the complementary region [38] (p. 270). Other modern examples of such cities in the non-insular sense might be Winnipeg, Manitoba, or St. Louis, Missouri, both of which served as a "gateways to the west" as settlers sought to populate North America during the 19th century, but which today are merely mid-sized regional cities.
In the Roman Mediterranean, ports' connections to local, regional, and even imperial networks allowed them to serve as multi-directional gateways for large complementary areas that expanded, especially through maritime commerce, until they collided with long-term geographical boundaries (such as currents, dangerous coasts, mountain ranges, or non-economically viable lengthy trade routes), or short-term historical events (such as imperial conquest or increased economic competition). These boundaries and developments had a direct effect on the nature of mixing, liminality, economic and political institutions, and connectivity found in centralized ports that served as stimuli for regional settlement patterns and as crucibles for the negotiation of new social identities. For example, a recent study of the economic fortunes of the "gateway" port city of Narona in Dalmatia illustrates how a Roman port town could rise and decline based on its ability to retain its role as an intermediary between its complementary maritime and terrestrial regions [40] .
Luckily, many of these gateway cities, such as Narona, have left abundant archaeological remains that permit us to glimpse the nature of life in a Roman port town. Yet, because ports were often Janus-like and acted as gateways to both land and sea, their archaeological stories must not only be terrestrial. Instead, they must also include archaeologies of the sea, with a particular focus on that liminal zone where ports are uniquely situated: the coast. Maritime evidence is thus critical to the study of port cities as central places since previous archaeological studies (and especially surface surveys) that have used central place theory as an interpretive approach to understanding human geographies have often focused on terrestrial sites situated at the nexus of road systems, such as regional towns. The analysis of ports as central places, however, requires one to consider not only such traditional forms of terrestrial archaeology (e.g., monumental architecture, urban planning and infrastructure, or Land 2018, 7, 155 9 of 28 imported ceramics), and landscape features (e.g., elevation, hydrology, or strategic location), but also those material remains and geographical markers that make up the maritime cultural landscape.
The maritime cultural landscape is an analytical concept pioneered in the 1970s by Christer Westdahl who described it as a "cross-disciplinary mode of research" that sought "the obliteration of the archaeological border between sea and land, while recognizing the overriding importance of the position of this border in the past so as to analyze and interpret remains and their meanings" [41] (p. 733). For Westdahl, who was diachronically examining Scandinavian coastal remains, this landscape was made up of "-apart from shipwrecks-harbors and ports, including emergency harbors, anchorages, sea inns or taverns (with stage function), ballast sites, shipyards (or boatbuilding sites), maritime settlements and piers or other such constructions, as well as landing places" [41] (p. 736). The archaeological remains typically found within Westdahl's maritime cultural places thus included those elements of material culture that signify human lifeways situated at the porous border of sea and land. Paul Rainbird has attempted to describe the material remains of such maritime landscapes and the communities that created them in the following terms:
Archaeologists of the sea need to identify maritime-related material culture, which can include such things as harbors/quays (sea and military), fishing gear and communal works (as it generally takes more than one person to operate a boat, etc.)...The boat for example, is a very rare find, but we have to start with the assumption that it existed and most likely in a form not found in landlocked communities. Once the boat is acknowledged, then a whole suite of related items of culture must be assumed for the maintenance and operation of such craft. This material culture and its practical and symbolic uses will constitute a distinctive community. [16] (pp. 59-60) The archaeology of ports, then, requires a focus on the material remains from the intersection of terrestrial and maritime human activity, while also including a maritime cultural landscape interpretive perspective that concentrates on the liminal geographic spaces that ports specifically inhabit, that is, coasts. Thomas Tartaron has defined such areas as coastscapes in the following terms that are pertinent to the geographical and archaeological spaces inhabited by central place ports:
(1) the linear or convoluted shoreline and the adjacent coastal lowland that may be inhabited and exploited by maritime communities; (2) the connective routes and openings into the interior, which are often dendritic and follow natural paths connecting coast and hinterland (e.g., streams, mountain passes). The landward limit of the coastscape is often defined by ridges or mountains that block views to the interior and impede easy passage; (3) the inshore waters that are used on a daily basis for economic and social purposes; and (4) the visual seascape, the everyday field of view that defines the cognitive horizon in the seaward direction in recognition of a continuous cognitive landscape for which the land-sea interface is no boundary. [42] (188) Considering the foregoing discussion of the interpretive value accrued from approaching port cities' archaeology as one involving both terrestrial and maritime remains within a uniquely coastal landscape, the following analysis of port cities as central places in Early Roman Cyprus attempts to integrate such a panoptic perspective. In doing so, it considers the archaeological remains of Cyprus' maritime cultural landscape (e.g., shipwrecks, harbor structures, and the ceramic evidence for maritime trade; see also Reference [12] (pp. 20-25)) within the context of each port's unique coastscape to offer a critical insight into how ports could function as pivotal central places during Roman times.
The Ports of Roman Cyprus as Central Places
"In this Roman sea world-to parody George Orwell-all sites were equal-simply "nodes of density," if you like (cabotage and the conditions of navigation saw to that)-but some sites were more equal than others." (Geoffrey Rickman on the relative importance of Roman ports) [43] (p. 16). The following archaeological analysis of the ports of Roman Cyprus as central places is, necessarily, an archaeology of land and sea that examines terrestrial material culture and the maritime networks that supported its acquisition and creation. It draws on a critical mass of evidence that has emerged only in the last three decades from surface surveys and infrastructure studies, underwater port and shipwreck archaeology, terrestrial excavations, and specialist studies of ceramics, numismatics, sculptures, and architecture in order to explore how ports served as centralizing loci for socio-economic change in an island province [15] (pp. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Although this analysis could be extended to a range of known port sites of various sizes [3, 34] , I have decided to concentrate here on those two port cities singled out by Ammianus, Salamis and Nea Paphos, which Demetrios Michaelides has called "the leaders in the development in culture and the arts in Roman Cyprus" [44] (p. 128).
These cities also seem appropriate for analysis because their geography and history made them prime candidates to become Roman administrative centers and the largest coastal sites in Cyprus' settlement hierarchy [45] [36] (p. 14) refers to as a "sailor town," we find that the archaeological evidence begins to present a similar image of liminal space, mixing, economic and political development, and intense connectivity. Therefore, as port cities that were "more equal than others," both Salamis and Nea Paphos embody structural features similar to those outlined by Martínez and Tejerizo as characteristic of central places [19] .
Cyprus became a Roman senatorial province during the 20s BC [5] (p. 1295). Following the defeat of the Ptolemies, and the removal of their strategoi (i.e., governors) from the capital city of Nea Paphos, the island seems to have been effectively governed by low-ranking annual Roman proconsuls who were assisted by a skeleton crew of officials [5] (pp. 1298-1308). Yet, aside from these Romans in the capital city, there is no evidence for colonies or a major military presence beyond the proconsul's cohort [5] (p. 1296). With a Hellenized culture that had been intermittently influenced by Near Eastern traditions, such as the aniconic worship of Aphrodite [27] (p. 136), the Cypriots spoke Greek and generally attuned with the cultural and economic rhythms of the eastern Mediterranean. Indeed, Cyprus' perennially lucrative geographical location on the sea routes between the Near East and the Mediterranean world assured that these long-term connections persisted into Roman times ( Figure 4 ). As Ammianus and other ancient writers suggest, the island remained prosperous throughout the Early Roman period, and was known for its exports of wine, olive oil, and grain, as well as copper and timber [2] . The Romans supported such export industries by developing an extensive internal road system [46] on Cyprus that connected its coastal towns, but also provided a route across the island's hinterland, likely to access the metalliferous regions near the Troodos mountains [47] (pp. 328-334) and the agricultural bounty of the east-central Mesaoria plain. However, once the resources were extracted, it would be Cyprus' ports and the Cypriot ships that sailed from them that would facilitate their export [6] (p. 846). It was these ports that would serve as central place gateways between the traditional local lifeways of the hinterland, while permitting a mediated contact with the greater imperial world. 
Salamis as a Central Place Port
Salamis' location on Cyprus' eastern coast had been lucrative since the Bronze Age due to the presence of inlets and the Pediaios and Yialias river mouths that connected the coast and sea to the low-lying agricultural heartland of the Mesaoria [33] (p. 30). Hence, the region of Salamis occupied a coastscape that allowed for dendritic terrestrial pathways to extend into the resource-rich interior, while maritime routes could be envisioned, and eventually plied, beyond the seascape's immediate horizon ( Figure 5 ). Although Roman era ships could sail into the wind, sea routes from Salamis towards the mainland, especially to the east and northeast, would have been aided by the prevailing daytime southwesterly winds (especially in the summer and fall) [48] (pp. [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , as well as the coastal currents, which flow to the north and east [34] (p. 349). By the Archaic (eighth to sixth centuries BC) and Classical (fifth to fourth centuries BC) periods, Salamis had transformed into one of Cyprus' most prosperous cities and harbors, likely due to its role in exporting copper from the interior [49] (pp. [23] [24] . Its elaborate built tombs indicate that its Iron Age kings were regionally powerful, and according to historical sources, this power climaxed during the reigns of Evagoras and Nikokreon during the Classical period [50] (pp. 312-317, 332-335).
The city's stature as the most developed port city in eastern Cyprus continued into Hellenistic (late fourth to late first centuries BC) times, when Demetrius Poliorcetes briefly made it into his capital city [49] (p. 167). However, by at least the early second century BC, the new Greco-Egyptian Ptolemaic rulers would transfer the capital to Nea Paphos on Cyprus' west coast, likely because the main harbor facilities at Salamis had silted up [51] (p. 12). This silting seems to have caused either Demetrius or the Ptolemies to transfer the harbor facilities ca. 3 kms north to a site closer to where the major Roman era remains are located today [49] (p. 167). Yet, according to Strabo and the Stadiasmus (an ancient navigational guide likely of the third or fourth centuries AD) [34] (pp. 107-114), another port used by 
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Salamis may have been located about 6 km to the south at a site known as Arsinoe-Ammochostos, near modern Famagusta [3] (p. 232), [34] (p. 148). Although little maritime archaeology has taken place at these sites, the ancient sources do mention harbors (λιμένες) being present. A λιμήν is difficult to define, but it likely utilized natural bays, or in the case of Salamis, offshore reefs, enhanced by breakwaters [52] (p. 813). Based on the evidence from Mediterranean shipwrecks, large harbors would have been unnecessary, even at larger cities, as many ships involved in coastal trade seem to have been well under 100 tons [53] (p. 560), and so a great deal of product unloading could have been done with small skiffs or by simply wading to shore [53] (p. 561), [54] (pp. [33] [34] . John Leonard [34] (p. 148) has even proposed that ships coming to Roman Salamis might have anchored in the sheltered side of reefs directly opposite from the seafront ( Figure 6 ). The city's stature as the most developed port city in eastern Cyprus continued into Hellenistic (late fourth to late first centuries BC) times, when Demetrius Poliorcetes briefly made it into his capital city [49] (p. 167). However, by at least the early second century BC, the new Greco-Egyptian Ptolemaic rulers would transfer the capital to Nea Paphos on Cyprus' west coast, likely because the main harbor facilities at Salamis had silted up [51] (p. 12). This silting seems to have caused either Demetrius or the Ptolemies to transfer the harbor facilities ca. 3 kms north to a site closer to where the major Roman era remains are located today [49] (p. 167). Yet, according to Strabo and the Stadiasmus (an ancient navigational guide likely of the third or fourth centuries AD) [34] (pp. 107-114), another port used by Salamis may have been located about 6 km to the south at a site known as Arsinoe-Ammochostos, near modern Famagusta [3] (p. 232), [34] (p. 148).
Although little maritime archaeology has taken place at these sites, the ancient sources do mention harbors (λιµένες) being present. A λιµήν is difficult to define, but it likely utilized natural bays, or in the case of Salamis, offshore reefs, enhanced by breakwaters [52] (p. 813). Based on the evidence from Mediterranean shipwrecks, large harbors would have been unnecessary, even at larger cities, as many ships involved in coastal trade seem to have been well under 100 tons [53] (p. 560), and so a great deal of product unloading could have been done with small skiffs or by simply wading to shore [53] (p. 561), [54] (pp. 33-34). John Leonard [34] (p. 148) has even proposed that ships coming to Roman Salamis might have anchored in the sheltered side of reefs directly opposite from the seafront (Figure 6 ). According to The Oxford Roman Economy Project's online database of shipwrecks [55] , out of the 18 shipwrecks known from Cypriot waters, only 6 may date to some point during the Early Roman period. Based on its find-spot, the only wreck from this group that may shed light on the types of ships that plied the waters near Roman Salamis is one analyzed by Justin Leidwanger from Fig Tree Bay [56] , located roughly 20 km south of the port city. Although the wreck has only been surveyed, and it was not found in Salamis' immediate coastal waters, its proposed second century AD date and 5-6 ton cargo of over 130 amphorae capable of carrying wine, olive oil, or other products does provide some, albeit minimal, evidence for the types of ships that may have visited eastern Cypriot ports during Roman times. Was this one of the onerariae naves constructed in Cypriot shipyards mentioned by Ammianus? It is difficult to say, but the relatively small ship did have an impressive international cargo, which included amphorae not only from Cilicia, but also from as far away as Gaul. Despite the complex trading mechanisms that may have been involved in acquiring such a diverse cargo, Leidwanger [56] (pp. 203-204) suggests that these products may have been picked up via local tramping in small and large ports along the Syrian and Cilician coasts. Thus, although there is little archaeological evidence for Salamis' built harbors [34] (p. 147), and if the Fig Tree Bay wreck can be cited as plausible evidence for Roman era seafaring practices, the port city seems to have offered an adequate location for coastal transactions of products, such as olive oil and wine, from as far away as the western Mediterranean.
In addition to its ability to connect to external maritime trade, Salamis also served as a coastscape gateway to Cyprus' richest agricultural region, the Mesaoria [57] (p. 13). It is clear that the hinterland in the immediate vicinity of Salamis was well populated with a range of settlement types since 63 Roman era sites were discovered by Sophocles Hadjisavvas during a surface survey [58] (p. 249). This region would have been connected to Salamis by a radial series of roads that led to the city, and Bekker-Nielsen [46] (p. 110) has identified four in particular: one north to the Karpass Peninsula, one heading south toward Kition, one heading northwest toward Chytroi (to which an aqueduct was also According to The Oxford Roman Economy Project's online database of shipwrecks [55] , out of the 18 shipwrecks known from Cypriot waters, only 6 may date to some point during the Early Roman period. Based on its find-spot, the only wreck from this group that may shed light on the types of ships that plied the waters near Roman Salamis is one analyzed by Justin Leidwanger from Fig Tree Bay [56] , located roughly 20 km south of the port city. Although the wreck has only been surveyed, and it was not found in Salamis' immediate coastal waters, its proposed second century AD date and 5-6 ton cargo of over 130 amphorae capable of carrying wine, olive oil, or other products does provide some, albeit minimal, evidence for the types of ships that may have visited eastern Cypriot ports during Roman times. Was this one of the onerariae naves constructed in Cypriot shipyards mentioned by Ammianus? It is difficult to say, but the relatively small ship did have an impressive international cargo, which included amphorae not only from Cilicia, but also from as far away as Gaul. Despite the complex trading mechanisms that may have been involved in acquiring such a diverse cargo, Leidwanger [56] (pp. 203-204) suggests that these products may have been picked up via local tramping in small and large ports along the Syrian and Cilician coasts. Thus, although there is little archaeological evidence for Salamis' built harbors [34] (p. 147), and if the Fig Tree Bay wreck can be cited as plausible evidence for Roman era seafaring practices, the port city seems to have offered an adequate location for coastal transactions of products, such as olive oil and wine, from as far away as the western Mediterranean.
In addition to its ability to connect to external maritime trade, Salamis also served as a coastscape gateway to Cyprus' richest agricultural region, the Mesaoria [57] (p. 13). It is clear that the hinterland in the immediate vicinity of Salamis was well populated with a range of settlement types since 63 Roman era sites were discovered by Sophocles Hadjisavvas during a surface survey [58] (p. 249). This region would have been connected to Salamis by a radial series of roads that led to the city, and Bekker-Nielsen [46] (p. 110) has identified four in particular: one north to the Karpass Peninsula, one heading south toward Kition, one heading northwest toward Chytroi (to which an aqueduct was also eventually built), and a final one leading towards the Kitian chora near the farming establishment of Panayia Ematousa [11] .
Unfortunately, not much is known about how land was held in Roman Cyprus, but David Potter [6] (p. 849) assumed that it was controlled by local urban elites whose estates produced agricultural products, such as wine, olive oil, and grain for maritime export. Such a thesis seems likely since, by the early second century AD, Salamis appears to have grown into a large-scale central place supported by an economic base rooted in agricultural production, perhaps some manufacturing, and trade [34] (pp. 806-810). Salamis' site size was approximately 275 hectares [45] (p. 244), making it double the known size of the capital of Nea Paphos, and it had all of the key structural elements of a thriving port city.
Its economic and administrative functions are in evidence based on epigraphy and archaeology. Salamis' epigraphic record [59] (p. 240) sheds light on the massive wealth and political power that could be accrued by native Cypriots as the region's agricultural goods were prepared for export from the city's massive agora by workers, such as members of the flax-weavers guild [44] (p. 122). For example, extant dedicatory inscriptions illustrate that during the Flavian era (60s-90s AD), the Salaminian and Roman citizen, Sergius Sulpicius Pancles Veranianus, was able to be the high priest of Cyprus three times, the ambassador to the emperor three times, the builder of the theater and bath house, and the donor of imported marble statues to the amphitheater [60] (p. 119). He also no doubt spent time in the city's lavish gymnasium's palaestra, which today sports a striking colonnade made of costly imported marble ( Figure 7 ). John Leonard [34] (p. 810) assumes that Pancles made his fortune, at least partly, via the maritime trade derived from Salamis' central location. eventually built), and a final one leading towards the Kitian chora near the farming establishment of Panayia Ematousa [11] . Unfortunately, not much is known about how land was held in Roman Cyprus, but David Potter [6] (p. 849) assumed that it was controlled by local urban elites whose estates produced agricultural products, such as wine, olive oil, and grain for maritime export. Such a thesis seems likely since, by the early second century AD, Salamis appears to have grown into a large-scale central place supported by an economic base rooted in agricultural production, perhaps some manufacturing, and trade [34] (pp. 806-810). Salamis' site size was approximately 275 hectares [45] (p. 244), making it double the known size of the capital of Nea Paphos, and it had all of the key structural elements of a thriving port city.
Its economic and administrative functions are in evidence based on epigraphy and archaeology. Salamis' epigraphic record [59] (p. 240) sheds light on the massive wealth and political power that could be accrued by native Cypriots as the region's agricultural goods were prepared for export from the city's massive agora by workers, such as members of the flax-weavers guild [44] (p. 122). For example, extant dedicatory inscriptions illustrate that during the Flavian era (60s-90s AD), the Salaminian and Roman citizen, Sergius Sulpicius Pancles Veranianus, was able to be the high priest of Cyprus three times, the ambassador to the emperor three times, the builder of the theater and bath house, and the donor of imported marble statues to the amphitheater [60] (p. 119). He also no doubt spent time in the city's lavish gymnasium's palaestra, which today sports a striking colonnade made of costly imported marble (Figure 7 ). John Leonard [34] (p. 810) assumes that Pancles made his fortune, at least partly, via the maritime trade derived from Salamis' central location. As Salamis' civic benefactions attest, the city was well decorated with the architecture of Romanitas, illustrating a clear connection to other cities in the region, such as Seleucia-in-Pieria, the port of Antioch, and likely the marble-rich cities of western Asia Minor or the Aegean. Salamis' prominence in Cyprus is illustrated on Roman coins of the period [61] (pp. 40-41,87) (Figure 8 ), which As Salamis' civic benefactions attest, the city was well decorated with the architecture of Romanitas, illustrating a clear connection to other cities in the region, such as Seleucia-in-Pieria, the port of Antioch, and likely the marble-rich cities of western Asia Minor or the Aegean. Salamis' prominence in Cyprus is illustrated on Roman coins of the period [61] (pp. 40-41, 87) (Figure 8) , which highlight the importance of the city's primary deity, Zeus Salaminios, while its international fame is attested to in the ancient literary sources, through its rebuilding by Hadrian after a local revolt [57] (p. 143), and through its position as an administrative conventus [44] (p. 116). Such cross-cultural interaction is also evident among the site's imported marble statues, such as the statue of Zeus Capitolinus [62] (pp. 31-32) from the gymnasium's palaestra or the interspersing of imperial cuirassed statues with images of Greek deities (including Apollo, Dionysos, and possibly Aphrodite) in the city's theater [63] (pp. 175-185). Such religious mixing is also evident from biblical and literary sources, which describe St. Barnabas, a native of Salamis, and St. Paul arriving at Salamis by sea from Seleucia-in-Pieria and worshipping in the synagogues of the Jews [64] . Salamis thus seems to have had all of the key structural features of a centralized, port city [45] (p. 243). It was a center of economic and political development that dominated the seemingly small sites of its local hinterland, it was a gateway or liminal zone not only to the Cypriot interior, but also to the greater sea-lanes of the eastern Mediterranean, and its multifaceted connectivity encouraged the mixing of people and ideas from the Salamis region, the eastern Mediterranean, and even from Rome itself when people like Pancles served as "ambassadors to the emperor." In essence, Salamis became a liminal, yet centralizing, focal point whose economic, political, and cultural influence can be detected throughout the Mesaoria [5] (p. 1323). It was the type of place where local culture could become global, and where new social identities that combined the insular and the cosmopolitan could be shaped. Salamis, as a Roman port city, was a crucible for cultural change.
Nea Paphos as a Central Place Port
Having discussed the most important central place on Cyprus' east coast, it is instructive to compare how the predominant site on the island's west coast, the Roman capital of Nea Paphos, also functioned as not only a regional central place, but perhaps also an economic and administrative gateway for the entire Roman province.
Nea Paphos was founded in the Late Classical period by Nikokles [65] (pp. 67-75), [66] (pp. 287- Salamis thus seems to have had all of the key structural features of a centralized, port city [45] (p. 243). It was a center of economic and political development that dominated the seemingly small sites of its local hinterland, it was a gateway or liminal zone not only to the Cypriot interior, but also to the greater sea-lanes of the eastern Mediterranean, and its multifaceted connectivity encouraged the mixing of people and ideas from the Salamis region, the eastern Mediterranean, and even from Rome itself when people like Pancles served as "ambassadors to the emperor." In essence, Salamis became a liminal, yet centralizing, focal point whose economic, political, and cultural influence can be detected throughout the Mesaoria [5] (p. 1323). It was the type of place where local culture could become global, and where new social identities that combined the insular and the cosmopolitan could be shaped. Salamis, as a Roman port city, was a crucible for cultural change.
Nea Paphos was founded in the Late Classical period by Nikokles [65] (pp. [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] , [66] (pp. 287-288), the last king of the Paphian kingdom, which had been previously centered at the site of Palaipaphos (or "Old Paphos"), located about 20 km east of Nea Paphos and famous for its ancient sanctuary of the Cypriot god par excellence, Aphrodite [27] (pp. 238-251). As was the case with Salamis, the site of Nea Paphos was likely selected due to its strategic location. It presents another economically advantageous coastscape with a relatively low-lying site (which included two hills that served as seafaring landmarks) that also had access to the region's upland forests and copper-bearing areas [65] (p. 18), [66] (p. 287). However, it was likely its promontory position at the nexus of Cyprus' western and southern coasts that transformed it into a "sailor town" since ships coasting the island would have had to round the cape as they sailed to the east or northwest. Moreover, based on the prevailing westerly winds and Cyprus' counter-clockwise currents [34] (p. 349), Nea Paphos could further serve as a starting point for sailors wanting to tramp along Cyprus' southern coasts or even head into open waters destined for or returning from Alexandria in Egypt [34] (pp. 340-341). Indeed, such southern voyages may have increased during the Hellenistic period when the Ptolemaic kingdom transferred Cyprus' administrative capital from Salamis to Nea Paphos [51] (p. 12) and developed the city's protected southern harbor as a site for the construction and outfitting of naval ships [65] (p. 109). When the Romans conquered the island, they also recognized Nea Paphos' strategic location as a gateway city [45] (p. 246), and so the city remained the provincial capital and home of the proconsul [44] (p. 116), [65] (pp. 133-134). Strabo describes its harbor as a λιµήν [3] (p. 232), while the Stadiasmus refers to it as triple harbor for all winds, a designation that has been difficult to understand [34] (p. 586).
Archaeological research on Nea Paphos' main southern harbor indicates that it would have had large-scale western and eastern breakwaters. These barriers extended from the Hellenistic city walls and came together to form a small entrance between two fortification towers [67] (pp. 199-201) that could be closed by a chain creating what ancient writers refer to as a λιµήν κλειστóς (a term which Scylax uses to describe Salamis' harbor, and Strabo utilizes to discuss Kition (modern Larnaca)) [48] (p. 813) (Figure 9 ). Some of this construction was likely Ptolemaic, but the presence of concreted sections also suggests Roman interventions, likely following the known earthquakes of 15 BC or 77 AD [34] (p. 586). There is no evidence for a triple harbor; however, recent research by the Polish Paphos Agora Project has explored the possibility that some boats may have accessed the city at a point near the northwest city wall [68] (pp. [12] [13] [14] [15] . Whether this area was the location of a now silted-over harbor feature or not remains unclear, but John Leonard has also noted D.G. Hogarth's suggestion that the sea once extended inland to the city wall gate and that "a descending ramp with steps at the bottom once served as a convenience for boats" [34] (p. 588).
The presence of one large built harbor as well as possible ancillary boat launches at Nea Paphos emphasizes its role as a major maritime administrative and economic hub that served as a gateway for imports to and exports from the Cypriot hinterland. Although no Early Roman shipwrecks have been discovered along Paphos' coasts (the closest ancient shipwrecks of any date are found closer to Kourion to the east or the Akamas Peninsula to the north [55] ), judging by the size of the city's main harbor [68] (p. 9), it seems that many different ship sizes could have unloaded at quays on the inner sections of the eastern or western moles [69] (pp. 650-653) with products coming from a range of foreign ports. For example, Anthi Kaldeli's analysis of the imported amphorae discovered at Nea Paphos [70] (p. 130) shows that Cyprus' exchange network with the western Mediterranean mainly involved passing through the capital city of Nea Paphos, since amphorae from Italy, Gaul, Spain, Portugal, and North Africa, have all been found in larger numbers than at other Cypriot sites. Nea Paphos' exports, like those from Salamis, likely came from its immediate hinterland. Since it was closer to the Troodos mountains, alpine timber for ships and perhaps copper from the foothills might have been exported via the port city along with local grain [65] (p. 109). The more famous products of wine and olive oil mentioned by Pliny the Elder [2] (p. 139) would likely have been available as well. If Cypriot sigillata fineware or pinched-handle amphorae [71] (pp. 166-168, 172-174) were made in western Cyprus as some scholars believe, then these ceramics may have also been exported from Nea Paphos. The timber, copper, and grain could have been brought to the coast via one of the three roads that Bekker-Nielsen [46] (p. 110) has identified as radiating out of Nea Paphos, one to the north, one to the west, and one to the east, with the eastern road likely serving as Strabo's hieros odos that connected the shrines of Aphrodite in Nea Paphos to her ancient ones in Palaipaphos [5] (pp. 1309-1310). The need to bring export products to market, the presence of wealthy Cypriot middlemen and Roman administrators, and the availability of imported products from ceramics to wine, likely caused many people living in the hinterland to migrate towards this central place to find their fortunes [6] (p. 842).
Such a scenario can be supported by David Rupp's analysis of the Canadian Palaipaphos Survey Project (CPSP) data, which examined the settlement patterns of the Paphian hinterland [45] . Rupp's team revealed an expansion of settlement throughout the Paphos region during the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman period [45] (pp. 252-253). Moreover, based on the idea that Nea Paphos' population likely increased leading to a need for settlements to expand beyond the city's Hellenistic era walls, the CPSP revealed the likely presence of a hierarchy of settlements from tiny farmsteads of approximately 1 hectare in size to suburban small towns all situated within about 20 km from the city center [45] (pp. 247-249). These settlements, judging by the lack of sophisticated architectural finds, were likely inhabited by lower class agricultural workers and small-scale craftsmen whose agricultural surpluses supported the urban elites in the capital. Rupp labeled this type of Nea Paphos' exports, like those from Salamis, likely came from its immediate hinterland. Since it was closer to the Troodos mountains, alpine timber for ships and perhaps copper from the foothills might have been exported via the port city along with local grain [65] (p. 109). The more famous products of wine and olive oil mentioned by Pliny the Elder [2] (p. 139) would likely have been available as well. If Cypriot sigillata fineware or pinched-handle amphorae [71] (pp. 166-168, 172-174) were made in western Cyprus as some scholars believe, then these ceramics may have also been exported from Nea Paphos. The timber, copper, and grain could have been brought to the coast via one of the three roads that Bekker-Nielsen [46] (p. 110) has identified as radiating out of Nea Paphos, one to the north, one to the west, and one to the east, with the eastern road likely serving as Strabo's hieros odos that connected the shrines of Aphrodite in Nea Paphos to her ancient ones in Palaipaphos [5] (pp. 1309-1310). The need to bring export products to market, the presence of wealthy Cypriot middlemen and Roman administrators, and the availability of imported products from ceramics to wine, likely caused many people living in the hinterland to migrate towards this central place to find their fortunes [6] (p. 842).
Such a scenario can be supported by David Rupp's analysis of the Canadian Palaipaphos Survey Project (CPSP) data, which examined the settlement patterns of the Paphian hinterland [45] . Rupp's team revealed an expansion of settlement throughout the Paphos region during the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman period [45] (pp. 252-253). Moreover, based on the idea that Nea Paphos' population likely increased leading to a need for settlements to expand beyond the city's Hellenistic era walls, the CPSP revealed the likely presence of a hierarchy of settlements from tiny farmsteads of approximately 1 hectare in size to suburban small towns all situated within about 20 km from the city center [45] (pp. 247-249). These settlements, judging by the lack of sophisticated architectural finds, were likely inhabited by lower class agricultural workers and small-scale craftsmen whose agricultural surpluses supported the urban elites in the capital. Rupp labeled this type of development a "dendritic" central place system since the second and third rank settlements, typically situated along roads, rivers, or the nearby coastline, acted like roots that nourished the central place [45] (p. 249). A similar relationship between a central place and its region might also be observed at the small southeastern port of Pyla-Koutsopetria, which recent survey evidence suggests was a thriving maritime village in Early Roman times with likely administrative links to the larger port of Kition about 10 km to the west [72] (p. 289). The dendritic phenomenon that lay behind Cypriot settlement patterns is further espoused by Bekker-Nielsen, who recognized that the roads of Roman Cyprus "formed part of long-distance trading networks, but in a secondary and ancillary role in relation to sea transport" [73] (p. 13). Thus, due to a central place's parasitic economic power, people were likely drawn to live closer to it and its maritime connections. This observation is valuable because it begins to explain why some non-coastal Cypriot archaeological sites, such as Idalion or Tamassos, have not yielded similar globalized trappings (such as imported marble-clad buildings or sculptures) to those found in coastal urban centers [5] (pp. 1331-1332) and why several rural sanctuaries went into decline during Roman times [10] (p. 50).
The archaeological remains from the urban center of Nea Paphos further indicate that the city profited both from its liminality as a portal to its hinterland, and as a maritime gateway to the wider Roman world. Although many urban spaces excavated in the city likely date to the Hellenistic period, including the city's agora and theater [68] (pp. 4-5), Nea Paphos' increased centrality in the Roman era caused these areas to become monumentalized. For example, the agora gained an imported marble colonnade [27] (p. 225) while the theater acquired a baroque scenae frons [74] (pp. 179-183), likely through imperial euergetism. In addition, judging by its appearance on Roman coins (Figure 10 ), the Sanctuary of Aphrodite at Palaipaphos, complete with its ancient tripartite temple and aniconic baetyl, which was visited by such voyagers as the future emperor Titus [60] (p. 99), was likely enhanced architecturally during the Roman era. This sacred monumentalization was not only enacted so as to reinforce the fame of Cyprus' foremost religious shrine, but it was also aimed at transforming it into a center of imperial cult worship [27] (p. 272), a fact supported by the discovery of the so-called "Oath of Allegiance to Tiberius" at the site [60] (pp. 77-91), an imperial oath sworn by the aristocratic leaders of Cyprus' league of cities: the Koinon Kyprion. The funding for monumentalizing the city and its nearby sanctuary likely came from a combination of local and imperial funds, since literary sources and coins may indicate that Nea Paphos received imperial aid following earthquakes in 15 BC and 77 AD [65] (p. 33), [61] (p. 95). Nea Paphos' administrative primacy in Roman imperial Cyprus is echoed in the city's full epigraphic titulature as well, which by the early third century AD read as: "Σαβαστὴ Kλαυδία Φλαoυία Πάϕoς, ἡ ἱερὰ µετρóπoλις τῶν κατὰ Kύπρoν πóλεων" (Augusta, Claudia, Flavia Paphos, the holy metropolis of the cities in Cyprus) [5] (p. 1310). Although, one extant inscription competitively shows that Salamis also referred to itself as Cyprus' mother-city [59] (pp. 142-143), the larger volume of inscriptions describing Nea Paphos as "metropolis" seems to solidify its elevated political position [5] (p. 1314).
The cultural effects of Nea Paphos' centrality were perhaps best witnessed in the elaborately decorated villas of Early Roman date that were discovered to the south of the city's agora [27] (pp. 226-235). Excavations have revealed a series of large Roman atrium houses of second and third century AD date, which are decorated with elaborate mosaic floors that indicate cultural dialogues with wider Greco-Roman culture [75] (p. 5). In the so-called "House of Dionysos," depictions of the Greek myths of the Triumph of Dionysos (Figure 11 ), Piramus and Thisbe, and Ganymede rival mosaics found throughout the Roman east [76] , while images of the seasons or hunting seem similar to topics found in North Africa. The cultural effects of Nea Paphos' centrality were perhaps best witnessed in the elaborately decorated villas of Early Roman date that were discovered to the south of the city's agora [27] (pp. 226-235). Excavations have revealed a series of large Roman atrium houses of second and third century AD date, which are decorated with elaborate mosaic floors that indicate cultural dialogues with wider Greco-Roman culture [75] (p. 5). In the so-called "House of Dionysos," depictions of the Greek myths of the Triumph of Dionysos (Figure 11 ), Piramus and Thisbe, and Ganymede rival mosaics found throughout the Roman east [76] , while images of the seasons or hunting seem similar to topics found in North Africa. The cultural effects of Nea Paphos' centrality were perhaps best witnessed in the elaborately decorated villas of Early Roman date that were discovered to the south of the city's agora [27] (pp. 226-235). Excavations have revealed a series of large Roman atrium houses of second and third century AD date, which are decorated with elaborate mosaic floors that indicate cultural dialogues with wider Greco-Roman culture [75] (p. 5). In the so-called "House of Dionysos," depictions of the Greek myths of the Triumph of Dionysos (Figure 11 ), Piramus and Thisbe, and Ganymede rival mosaics found throughout the Roman east [76] , while images of the seasons or hunting seem similar to topics found in North Africa. Imported marble statuary found in the houses also reflects the choices made by the denizens of Roman Nea Paphos [9] (pp. 111-117). Sections of the Late Roman "House of Theseus" also proved to have been decorated with a range of second century AD imported marble statues and statuettes. Unique statues, such as the Aphrodite Armata (or Hoplismene) [77] (Figure 12 ), were combined with more traditional Roman copies of Greek originals representing Asclepius, Artemis, and Hercules indicating a penchant for works that were meaningful to both local and elite Roman viewers. Taken together, these types of evidence suggest that Nea Paphos' economic and administrative functions, along with its liminality and connectivity, made it an ideal center for the types of cross-cultural mixing that could lead to the negotiation of culture and the creation of new identities. Like Salamis, it served as a centralizing hub, not only for its hinterland and western Cyprus, but also perhaps for ships sailing between Nea Paphos and Alexandria, the embarkation point for the Egyptian ships in Rome's famous annona grain fleet [70] (pp. 131-132), [78] (p. 266).
Photo by J.M. Gordon. Imported marble statuary found in the houses also reflects the choices made by the denizens of Roman Nea Paphos [9] (pp. 111-117). Sections of the Late Roman "House of Theseus" also proved to have been decorated with a range of second century AD imported marble statues and statuettes. Unique statues, such as the Aphrodite Armata (or Hoplismene) [77] (Figure 12 ), were combined with more traditional Roman copies of Greek originals representing Asclepius, Artemis, and Hercules indicating a penchant for works that were meaningful to both local and elite Roman viewers. Taken together, these types of evidence suggest that Nea Paphos' economic and administrative functions, along with its liminality and connectivity, made it an ideal center for the types of cross-cultural mixing that could lead to the negotiation of culture and the creation of new identities. Like Salamis, it served as a centralizing hub, not only for its hinterland and western Cyprus, but also perhaps for ships sailing between Nea Paphos and Alexandria, the embarkation point for the Egyptian ships in Rome's famous annona grain fleet [70] (pp. 131-132), [78] (p. 266). 
Conclusions: Cyprus-Insula Portuosa or Insula Portunalis?
In sum, I would like to offer a few observations about how the two major port cities of Cyprus, Salamis and Nea Paphos, functioned as central places that fostered the expanded economic development of their regions and served as contexts for the social interactions that transformed local culture during the first three centuries AD. Returning to Reger's [36] structural features that make ports unique central places, both Salamis and Nea Paphos were marked by their liminality and connectivity. According to surface surveys and road network analyses, they both served as coastscape gateways that connected a terrestrial hinterland of smaller settlements to an open-ended range of maritime networks buoyed up by Rome's protection of shipping [72] (p. 289) and the imperial center's need to exploit its provinces [8] (p. 368). That the Romans appreciated Cyprus' ports, and especially Salamis and Nea Paphos, is evidenced through their appointment of an epigraphically attested, Lymnarcha Cypri [44] (p. 116), and because imperial funds were likely used to repair both cities following earthquakes and social disturbances. The evidence gleaned from each city's maritime 
In sum, I would like to offer a few observations about how the two major port cities of Cyprus, Salamis and Nea Paphos, functioned as central places that fostered the expanded economic development of their regions and served as contexts for the social interactions that transformed local culture during the first three centuries AD. Returning to Reger's [36] structural features that make ports unique central places, both Salamis and Nea Paphos were marked by their liminality and connectivity. According to surface surveys and road network analyses, they both served as coastscape gateways that connected a terrestrial hinterland of smaller settlements to an open-ended range of maritime networks buoyed up by Rome's protection of shipping [72] (p. 289) and the imperial center's need to exploit its provinces [8] (p. 368). That the Romans appreciated Cyprus' ports, and especially Salamis and Nea Paphos, is evidenced through their appointment of an epigraphically attested, Lymnarcha Cypri [44] (p. 116), and because imperial funds were likely used to repair both cities following earthquakes and social disturbances. The evidence gleaned from each city's maritime cultural landscape, which includes shipwreck, amphora, and harbor remains, as well as the presence of favorable winds and currents, further indicates that both direct long-distance and indirect short-haul trade could be experienced. In addition, the evidence suggests that both sites had harbor facilities capable of accommodating various sizes of ship, from relatively small crafts, like the Fig Tree Bay ship, to perhaps larger "oneraria naves," such as the vessels of the annona grain fleet. This connectivity, along with the longue durée, "permanent value" factors of coastscape location and religious importance, allowed for Salamis and Nea Paphos to continue their Hellenistic era prominence and emerge as large-scale economic and administrative centers during the Early Roman era. Both ports offer evidence for the economic success of their elite landholding classes and also reveal local elites' collaboration with the imperial Roman authorities in efforts to centralize administrative power [8] (p. 376). Indeed, as Martínez and Tejerizo [19] (p. 85) have pointed out, most central places require such elites as mediators between the socio-economic needs of their complementary regions and those of wider states: "Central places can be analyzed as a reflection of elite power in a particular region, and, at the same time, as the consequence of a dialectic and dynamic balance between state and regional elites." Hence, in some ways, the central place cities of Roman Cyprus, with their elite leaders like Sergius Sulpicius Pancles Veranianus, were evidently not so different in function to those of Late Antique Spain [19] or even Aztec Mexico [20] (p. 116).
Yet, even if Nea Paphos became the provincial capital, why was Salamis able to rise to a rivaling level of regional centrality? How could a relatively small, insular landscape like Cyprus support two first-rank, central place ports with different long-term permanent values during Roman times? We can infer that this situation likely resulted from several factors, which allowed each port to cultivate and manipulate its own sphere of terrestrial and/or maritime influence.
First, these two ports were separated by a large terrestrial boundary in Cyprus' mountainous interior, the Troodos Massif and its surrounding foothills, which may have set a physical limit on the dendritic power of each port's economic control of the hinterland. However, despite such geographical barriers, it still seems that each port had access to a significant complementary resource zone, with Salamis controlling the larger and more fertile terrestrial areas of the Mesaoria. Nea Paphos, on the other hand, in order to compensate for its lesser terrestrial sphere, may have prospered by virtue of its strategic coastal location on the island's southwest promontory, which granted it access to profitable maritime networks.
Because Cyprus' two largest port cities were in different geographical locations vis-à-vis west to east trade routes, winds, and currents, the ships that arrived at their harbors seem to have had different cargoes, at least judging by the available archaeological evidence [56, 70] . This fact reveals that each port was involved in differing networks of connections, and hence, was open to diverse economic and political possibilities. Thus, even if Salamis' hinterland might have provided more access to Cyprus' agricultural and metallic resource potential, perhaps Nea Paphos' connections to more lucrative sea networks, including those possibly plied by the imperial annona fleet, presented the western port's citizens with greater access to the expanded economic possibilities accrued from trans-Mediterranean trade. Such connections to sea routes favored by traders, soldiers, or functionaries who represented Roman imperial interests may have also solidified Nea Paphos' role as provincial administrative capital. This political status likely increased the port's nature as a regional central place from which the Roman proconsul adjudicated the laws and kept the peace, as St. Paul's famous meeting with Sergius Paullus indicates [64] .
The differing maritime connections of Nea Paphos and Salamis have also been emphasized by John Lund in his long-term analyses of ceramic circulation trends in Cyprus: "Western Cyprus was connected with Rough Cilicia, whereas Eastern Cyprus and the Easternmost part of Southern Cyprus were similarly tied to Smooth Cilicia and North-eastern Syria" [71] (p. 242). Moreover, Anthi Kaldeli, in her study of mechanisms of exchange in Roman Cyprus, showed that Nea Paphos was the main gateway for goods coming from the west to the island, while sites like Amathus-and likely Salamis as well-were "primarily involved in eastern exchange networks" [70] (p. 130), perhaps similar to those evidenced by the Fig Tree Bay shipwreck's cargo [56] . Hence, in Christallerian terms, it would seem that each central place's maritime and terrestrial complementary region provided unique cultural and economic benefits that, when combined with each city's permanent geographic and cultural values, resulted in both ports experiencing an enhanced level of regional centrality within the histoire événementielle of the Pax Romana.
These port cities' liminality, connections, and economic/political development made them into ideal central loci for the mixing of people from the Cypriot hinterland, other regional ports, or even from as far away as Egypt, Rome, or Spain. It was in the dynamic coastscapes of these cities-their harbors, agoras, theatres, and gymnasia-that new notions of what it meant to be Cypriot in the Roman world were negotiated. Therefore, it is here that we see Cypriots building baths and amphitheaters and decorating them with mosaics and marble statues similar to those found in other port cities throughout the Roman world. Yet, since Cyprus' ports likely also hosted practices found in prototypical "sailor towns," like socio-cultural mixing, we also see some local choices in terms of material evidence for the veneration of local deities, like Zeus, and especially Aphrodite, that were long connected to Cypriot myth-history. In fact, it was these two deities who were chosen to represent Cyprus' two central place ports on the Cypriot coinage, with the Temple of Aphrodite at Palaipaphos (Figure 10 ) featured on some reverses, and the Statue of Zeus Salaminios (Figure 8 ) featured on others [5] (p. 1322). These central places also seem to have utilized different calendars [60] (pp. 144-156), with Nea Paphos, as the administrative capital, adopting an imperial calendar, while Salamis retained an older, Egyptian calendar [5] (p. 1314). It is difficult to say whether the use of different calendars indicates competition between the cities, but it does show that civic identities in Roman Cyprus, especially in large central places, were meaningful on the regional level [59] (p. 254).
It is also interesting to note that these central places' wealth did not seem to "trickle down" to the hinterland sites that supported their rise. Although imported ceramics have been found at some interior sites, like the farming settlement at Panayia Ematousa [79] (pp. 205-217) or the necropolis at Athienou-Magara Tepeşi [80] (Figure 13 ), most places assumed to be small farming villages or resource extraction centers lack the evidence for monumentality or conspicuous consumption. This state of affairs was also witnessed in the mining regions of the Troodos mountains where the Troodos Archaeological and Environmental Survey Project (or TAESP) team found that "no evidence for consumer wealth or elite settlements could be associated with this period, suggesting that the wealth from the rich natural resources was not redistributed locally" [47] (p. 333). The central place ports were economically parasitic.
Even the smaller harbors that made Cyprus into an "insula portuosa" do not seem to rival those of Salamis and Nea Paphos. Instead, these second-rank ports, such as Dreamer's Bay, which Stella Demesticha and John Leonard have identified as a "busy maritime emporium" (with approximately 0.5 km of archaeological surface features currently being explored by the University of Leicester [81] (p. 10)) where "imports intended either for local consumption or further exchange via cabotage" [82] (pp. 201-202) were unloaded, nonetheless never attained the centripetal economic and cultural force required to sustain a first-order central place. Further evidence for such "cabotage" ports has also been found at Pyla-Koutsopetria near Kition. Here, surface survey has revealed that table ware pottery, like Eastern Sigillata A, likely from Syria, was more common than Cypriot Sigillata (from either western Cyprus or Cilicia), even as the main Early Roman forms of imported wine and olive oil amphorae arrived from western sources in the Aegean [72] (p. 290). Although it is not impossible that these wares arrived at Pyla directly from their sources, the nature of the assemblage hints at more complex, and less centralized, trading mechanisms (such as those gleaned from the Fig Tree Bay ship's cargo [56] ), with imported products being unloaded at larger ports like Kition and Salamis and then being distributed via different, likely short-haul, regional modes (either by land or sea) to smaller sites [72] (p. 291), [54] (pp. [33] [34] . Thus, Cyprus' central place ports seem to have created several nodal orders in terms of social identities during Roman times. The first order ports fostered wealthy cosmopolitan identities that was forged by the economic and political possibilities of highly connected central places. Conversely, in the second and third order sites located in the deep hinterland or along infrastructurally intermittent coastal bays and beaches, people's identities were conditioned by each site's relative connectedness to the economic opportunities offered by maritime networks during the Early Roman period. Even the smaller harbors that made Cyprus into an "insula portuosa" do not seem to rival those of Salamis and Nea Paphos. Instead, these second-rank ports, such as Dreamer's Bay, which Stella Demesticha and John Leonard have identified as a "busy maritime emporium" (with approximately 0.5 km of archaeological surface features currently being explored by the University of Leicester [81] (p. 10)) where "imports intended either for local consumption or further exchange via cabotage" [82] (pp. 201-202) were unloaded, nonetheless never attained the centripetal economic and cultural force required to sustain a first-order central place. Further evidence for such "cabotage" ports has also been found at Pyla-Koutsopetria near Kition. Here, surface survey has revealed that table ware pottery, like Eastern Sigillata A, likely from Syria, was more common than Cypriot Sigillata (from either western Cyprus or Cilicia), even as the main Early Roman forms of imported wine and olive oil amphorae arrived from western sources in the Aegean [72] (p. 290). Although it is not impossible that these wares arrived at Pyla directly from their sources, the nature of the assemblage hints at more complex, and less centralized, trading mechanisms (such as those gleaned from the Fig Tree Bay ship's cargo [56] ), with imported products being unloaded at larger ports like Kition and Salamis and then being distributed via different, likely short-haul, regional modes (either by land or sea) to smaller sites [72] (p. 291), [54] (pp. [33] [34] . Thus, Cyprus' central place ports seem to have created several nodal orders in terms of social identities during Roman times. The first order ports fostered wealthy cosmopolitan identities that was forged by the economic and political possibilities of highly connected central places. Conversely, in the second and third order sites located in the deep hinterland or along infrastructurally intermittent coastal bays and beaches, people's identities were conditioned by each site's relative connectedness to the economic opportunities offered by maritime networks during the Early Roman period.
Given Cyprus' long and accessible coastline, Ammianus Marcellinus was wise to refer to it as an "insula portuosa." However, taking into account the foregoing analysis of Cyprus' central place ports, Salamis and Nea Paphos, a more appropriate term may have been an "insula Portunalis" or a Given Cyprus' long and accessible coastline, Ammianus Marcellinus was wise to refer to it as an "insula portuosa." However, taking into account the foregoing analysis of Cyprus' central place ports, Salamis and Nea Paphos, a more appropriate term may have been an "insula Portunalis" or a "Portunus-like" island where "some sites were more equal than others." The Roman god Portunus, whose name is related to "porta" or "gate," was not only the god of ports as gateways to the sea [83] (p. 516), but he was also closely related to Janus, the Roman god of boundaries, crossing places, or passages who is typically depicted with two conjoined heads looking in opposite directions [84] (p. 587). Hence, Cyprus, like Janus, seems to have been endowed with two heads in the form of Salamis in the east and Nea Paphos in the west, two central places that each dominated their surrounding territories until such connections were interrupted or manipulated by either a longue durée geographic feature (e.g., the Troodos mountains) or a short-term structural force (e.g., a competing port, such as Seleucia-in-Pieria or Rhodes, or perhaps the intervention of Roman imperial policy, such as the possible route of the annona ships). Overall, the Roman period in Cyprus may mark a turning point when Cyprus' largest port cities transformed the insula "portuosa" into an insula "Portunalis," a change that would have significant repercussions for the island's settlement hierarchy, landscapes, and ultimately, the identities of Cypriots as active participants in the connected and increasingly globalized world of the Roman Mediterranean.
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